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Abstract—Memory designs require timing margins to com-
pensate for aging and fabrication process variations. With tech-
nology downscaling, aging mechanisms became more apparent,
and larger margins are considered necessary. This, in return,
means a larger area requirement and lower performance for
the memory. Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) is one of the
main contributors to aging, which slows down transistors and
ultimately causes permanent faults. In this paper, first, we pro-
pose a low-cost aging mitigation scheme, which can be applied
to existing hardware to mitigate aging on memory address
decoder logic. We mitigate the BTI effect on critical transistors
by applying a rejuvenation workload to the memory. Such
an auxiliary workload is executed periodically to rejuvenate
transistors that are located on critical paths of the address
decoder. Second, we analyze workloads’ efficiency to optimize
the mitigation scheme. Experimental results performed with
realistic benchmarks demonstrate several-times lifetime exten-
sion with a negligible execution overhead.

Index Terms—BTI, aging, rejuvenation, mitigation, memory,
address decoder

I. INTRODUCTION

The continuous miniaturization of devices has been the
main driver of improvements in the semiconductor industry.
On the other hand, reliability threats have become more
severe due to this trend [1]. Bias Temperature Instability
(BTI) is considered to be the main contributor to the
time-dependent variability of nanometer-scale devices [2],
[3]. BTI slows down transistors over time, thus potentially
creating reliability issues, such as delay faults. Traditionally,
designers use guard-banding to tolerate this time-dependent
variability, i.e., margins are added to the design to ensure a
reliable operation. A downside of this approach is that these
margins result in a penalty in area, power, and performance.
Alternatively, designers can embed mitigation schemes that
reduce the impact of aging into their design. In this work,
we propose an aging mitigation scheme for the memory
address decoder logic. Memories are a fundamental part
and cover a large area of modern Integrated Circuits (ICs).
Therefore, they are critical for the overall reliability of
a system. In particular, delay faults in the decoder logic
contribute to a significant portion of the customer returns [4],
[5]. Cumulative delay due to BTI-induced aging together
with the delay from process variations on decoder logic
may cause a wrong address selection during a read or write
operation, and, consequently, read or write failures.

In literature, most work has focused on analyzing and
mitigating the impact of aging on the memory cells [6]–[14].
These mitigation techniques are mainly based on balancing
ones and zeros that are stored in the memory cells, since
this reduces the BTI aging impact. There is significantly less
work on the peripheral structures of memories. For example,

mitigation schemes have been proposed for the Sense Am-
plifier [15], [16]. To the best of our knowledge, there are
only two works that target address decoders. The authors
of [17] introduce a software-based scheme that mitigates
aging by periodically running a rejuvenation workload on
top of a user workload. However, it does not provide a
method to run the scheme, analyzes simplistic workloads and
only targets the Negative BTI (NBTI) aging mechanism. The
authors of [18] propose a hardware-based mitigation scheme
for address decoders that takes advantage of idle cycles to
change the decoder’s address input, thereby reducing static
BTI stress. A downside of that approach comes from its
hardware overhead (area, power and delay). In addition, it
may even lead to a higher aging-induced degradation if the
idle period is too long.

In this paper, we propose a low-cost software-based aging
mitigation scheme to extend the lifetime of a memory’s ad-
dress decoder up to several times. The scheme can be applied
to existing hardware, and only requires a minor modification
to its software. It mitigates aging by running a rejuvenation
workload periodically during the main functional operation
of the system. We propose several approaches to generate
such workloads. The rejuvenation workload has an opposite
effect (in terms of BTI aging) with respect to the functional
workload and, thus, it helps transistors on long paths of the
decoder to recover from BTI-induced aging. Our experimen-
tal results show that it is possible to recover a significant
part of BTI aging at a minimal execution overhead. Our
contributions in this paper are threefold:
1. It proposes a low-cost aging mitigation scheme to extend

the lifetime of a memory’s address decoder up to several
times.

2. It proposes a design and workload-aware methodology to
generate optimized rejuvenation workload which can be
used with the scheme.

3. It validates our proposed scheme and proposed rejuve-
nation workloads using realistic user workloads and two
different decoder designs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides background on the BTI mechanism and address
decoders. Section III introduces our proposed mitigation
methodology. Section IV presents the experimental setup,
performed experiments, and the obtained results. Sections V
and VI provide a brief discussion and conclusions for the
paper.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we briefly introduce the adopted BTI aging
mechanism and the address decoders. Then, we explain how
BTI influences an address decoder.978-1-6654-5707-1/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE20
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Fig. 1. The adopted BTI aging model for PMOS and NMOS transistors.

A. Bias Temperature Instability model

In this study, we rely on the accurate combined model
for Negative BTI in PMOS and Positive BTI in NMOS
transistors proposed in [19] for the 28 nm technology and
calibrated for 22 nm Predictive Technology Model (PTM)
technology as explained in [17]. The resulting dependency
of the BTI-induced threshold voltage (Vth) shift depending
on the average duty factor (the probability of a transistor to
be on) for NMOS and PMOS is presented in Fig. 1.

B. Address Decoder

Address decoders in memories are responsible for access-
ing the desired cells in the memory cell array. In order
to access a particular row and column in the memory cell
array, a wordline decoder and a column decoder are used,
respectively. In general the wordline decoder is more critical,
since memories typically have more rows than columns.
For this reason, we analyze two different 9-to-512 wordline
decoder designs in this work, namely a NAND-NOR decoder
and an AND-AND decoder.

Fig. 2a shows a simplified schematic of the NAND-NOR
decoder. It is a hierarchical design, meaning it consists of
a pre-decoder and a post-decoder stages. The pre-decoder
stage is implemented with three 3-to-8 decoders that have
the address bits as their input. In our first decoder design, the
pre-decoder consists of inverters and NAND-gates. Unique
combinations of the original and inverted address bits are
fed to the inputs of the NAND-gates. This way, each input
combination to the decoder results in one of its outputs
becoming low. The post-decoder stage consists of 512 post-
decoders that are implemented using NOR-gates. Each post-
decoder activates one of the wordlines of the memory cell
array. It has as its inputs a unique combination of the
outputs from the pre-decoders. In addition, it has as input
a decoder enable signal, that is generated by the timing
circuit. Using this signal it is possible to control the duration
of the wordline activation. The AND-AND wordline decoder
is implemented similarly as the NAND-NOR decoder. In this
case, the pre-decoders consist of AND-gates and inverters,
and the post-decoder stage is implemented using AND-gates.

Fig. 2c shows an important reliability metric of the
decoder with respect to timing signals, the slack time. It is
defined as the time between the pre-decoder outputs being
ready and the setup time of the post-decoder inputs. Before
the decoder enable signal is activated, the pre-decoder out-
puts must be ready and stable during setup time. If the pre-
decoder outputs take too long to settle, the slack becomes
negative and the setup time is violated. This may lead to
wrong address selection or selection of multiple wordlines
and, thus, read or write failures. Increasing timing budget
to accommodate more slack time results in more reliable
operation, but the memory performance degrades.

Pre-decoders

3:8

3:8

3:8

WL0

. . . . . . 

Post-decoders

decoder_enable 
(from timing)

WL511

(a)

3-to-8 decoder

A0

A0

A1

A1

A2

A2

Out0

Out1

Out2

Out3

Out4

Out5

Out6

Out7

(b)

decoder_enable

pre-decoder_outs

timing budget

timing margin

setup timeslack

(c)

Fig. 2. (a) Schematic of the wordline decoder and (b) a pre-decoder. (c)
The slack metric.

C. Aging in Address Decoders
The timing budget is set by the designer, and it is constant

over the lifetime of the memory. As the pre-decoder suffers
from aging, path delays of the decoder increases and more
time required until pre-decoder outputs switch. Hence, less
and less time is left for the slack. Eventually, when the slack
time goes below zero, timing violations will occur.

Fig. 3a illustrates the delay of the longest path for each
output in a 3-to-8 pre-decoder which are obtained by SPICE
simulations. Activation delay of a path is the time required
to pull the output to high. Likewise, deactivation delay
corresponds to 1 to 0 output transition of a path. Fig. 3b
illustrates delay increase on decoder’s paths due to aging.
Since path delays of Out2, Out4, and Out6 reach beyond
the timing budget, they cause delay faults in the memory.
On the other hand, the other paths still have some slack time.

Transistors suffer from BTI aging only when they are
under BTI stress. When a path’s input switches, transistors
in the path also switch. During activation or deactivation of
an output, half of the transistors in the path will switch, thus
half of them transitions from the BTI stress state (i.e., the
biased condition) to the BTI relief state (i.e., the unbiased
condition). The transistors that are in the relief state partially
recover from the BTI aging effect. Thus, a path ages the most
if workloads do not cause its input to switch [20], since a half
of the transistors constantly stays at the BTI stress state and
they have no chance to recover. Depending on the workload
different addresses are selected and therefore different input
combinations are applied to the decoder. Thus, a path’s delay
increase can be manipulated by workloads which run during
memories operation [17].

III. PROPOSED MITIGATION METHODOLOGY

The system that we consider as a case study in this
work is composed of a CPU and a memory. The address
output of the CPU is connected to the memory’s address
decoders. We analyze the larger (wordline) decoder and the
least significant bits of the address signal are connected to
the smaller (column) decoder. After the bits of the column
decoder, 9 bits of the address signal are connected to the
wordline decoder that has three 3-input pre-decoders. It
should be noted that while the proposed methodology is
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Fig. 3. (a) Time-zero path delays of 3-to-8 pre-decoder. (b) Impact of aging. (c) Aging when rejuvenation workload ran together with main workload.

explained using this specific example, it remains general and
applicable for other memory decoder architectures.

While the CPU executes its functional workload, memory
operations (read/write) alters the address signal, hence the
decoder’s input. Fig. 3b shows the path delays after aging
while the CPU executes a given functional workload. It is
clear that some paths in pre-decoder are longer compared to
others. Furthermore, depending on the given workload, some
paths have higher delay increase due to aging than others. As
in [17], we aim to mitigate aging by changing the workload
that affects the memory. This change is done by executing
an dedicated small auxiliary workload periodically. We call
such workload as a rejuvenation workload, because it puts
stressed transistors in long paths to the relief state to recover
from the BTI aging. Fig. 3c illustrates the resulting path
delays after a rejuvenation workload is applied. Compared
to Fig. 3b, the longest delays of Out2, Out4, and Out6
are reduced, thus total pre-decoder’s delay stays within the
specified timing budget (shown as the vertical dashed line).

Our mitigation approach consists of three parts explained
in following subsections. In III.A), we present the steps
taken to calculate aging for a given workload. In III.B),
three different rejuvenation workloads are presented with a
method to generate them. In III.C), our mitigation scheme
that combines both main and rejuvenation workloads to-
gether is explained.

A. Aging Modeling and Assessment
In order to analyze aging in the decoder we implement

a flow that contains a high-level and a low-level setup.
The high-level setup is responsible for generating a cycle-
accurate memory trace out of a given workload. The gener-
ated trace file must contain a cycle number and selected
address pairs during the execution of the workload. The
high-level setup can be realized with a RTL simulation of
a CPU implementation or a cycle accurate instruction set
simulation. the low-level setup has to be run at the transistor
level and it is needed to obtain path delays in pre-decoders.
The low level setup also includes the aging model.

The flowchart in Fig. 4 is explained below. The steps
that are inside of the gray area requires a transistor-level
simulation, and the green area corresponds to an RTL
simulation. The rest of the steps are automated with scripts.
Step 1: Extract raw paths of the decoder from the decoder

design. This step is executed once. (In particular,
for the case-study design, 144 path files in transistor
level are generated. Specifically, for each 3-to-8 pre-
decoder, 24 activation and 24 deactivation paths
exist.)

Step 2: Identify and save transistor values in the decoder for
each address input with transistor level simulation

Transistor
Values

Memory 
Access Trace

Calc. Signal 
Probabilities

Modify Paths

Path Delays 
with Aging

Nominal 
Path Delays

Extract Paths

Comparison

Fig. 4. The flow that is utilized to calculate aging in the decoder.

with transistor level simulation. This step is also ex-
ecuted once and transistor-value pairs are recorded
for each address input.

Step 3: Obtain nominal delay of each path with transistor
level simulation.

Step 4: Obtain memory access traces by running RTL sim-
ulation.

Step 5: Calculate signal probabilities for each transistor.
Step 6: Add average signal values of transistors to each path

file.
Step 7: Obtain delay of each path after aging by running

transistor level simulation with aging model. Note,
since the critical path may change after aging, we
simulate all paths in this step.

Step 8: Calculate aging percentage using the results from
Step 4 and 7.

B. Rejuvenation Workload Generation
Here, we propose several rejuvenation workloads and

provide a method to generate them.
• Universal: This rejuvenation workload sequentially se-

lects all addresses for equal amount of clock cycles as
in [17]. This is the simplest workload out of the three,
and can be generated without any analysis of decoder
design or memory access trace.

• Design-Aware: This rejuvenation workload takes path
delays into account, and selects some of the addresses
for more cycles than others to balance path delays.
Fig. 3c shows the path delays of a pre-decoder after
design aware workload run for the specified period
(e.g., three years in the case study). To generate this
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Fig. 5. Comparison of eight workloads with different mitigation strategies (at 1% execution overhead and 3 years of aging).

workload several iterations of aging assessment has
to be made. In the given example, 3-bit pre-decoder
inputs can be controlled by 8 addresses. Initially all 8
addresses are selected by equal amount of time. After
the first run, we take a note of the longest path and its
input value. Then for the second run we increase cycles
for address that corresponds to that input value. This
process is repeated until all of the long paths reach the
same amount of delay and no single path has a higher
delay than others. At the end of this process we obtain
n weights (constant values) for each of the n addresses.
To achieve lowest aging, selection ratio of addresses
(in cycles) must match the weights which are obtained
for the design. It is important that, this rejuvenation
workload is generated once for a given decoder design.

• Design-&-Workload-Aware: This rejuvenation work-
load uses the weights that are calculated for Design-
Aware workload and combines it with the main func-
tional workload’s memory trace. Based on its memory
trace, we calculate signal probability of each pre-
decoder input, and generate a rejuvenation workload
that balances it. For instance, most workloads use the
last addresses of the decoder more frequently as those
corresponds to the stack portion of the memory. We
generate a workload such that those highly utilized
addresses are selected less while the rejuvenation work-
load is running. This process yields the best rejuvena-
tion for a given time overhead. However, it requires the
knowledge of both the design and the main workload
ahead of time.

C. On Aapplying the Rejuvenation Workloads
After deciding and generating the rejuvenation workload,

it must be mixed to the main functional workload. In our
mitigation scheme, the rejuvenation workload is added to
a interrupt routine to be applied periodically. The routine
is called with a timer interrupt and by adjusting its count
limit, the routine can be called at the desired frequency and
execution overhead. The routine can be placed in either crt0
file, so that it can be compiled without modifying the main
code, or it can be attached to the main functional workload.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup
Our experimental setup consists of two parts. The high-

level part, which is used to generate memory access traces, is

implemented with some modifications to Pulpino [21] open-
source single core microcontroller project. The RISCY CPU
in the project configured to implement RISC-V RV32F in-
struction set. We increased the observability of the memory,
since we are also interested in memory state when the CPU
is at sleep state. We used the benchmarks in the design
repository, some of them originating from the MiBench
library [22]. The unrelated benchmark statistics code and
UART messages were removed to observe the workload
only. The interrupt routine was implemented in C and the re-
juvenation workload was implemented as an assembly code.
The interrupt period is adjusted based on the length of both
the rejuvenation and the main workloads to achieve desired
execution overhead. At the end of RTL simulation, we obtain
a memory trace file that contains memory state during the
execution of the workload, i.e. read/write operations, the
selected address and the corresponding clock cycle.

As mentioned in Section II, we consider two 9-to-512
decoder designs using 22nm PTM technology and the aging
model [19] on the low-level setup. We used Spectre [23]
to do SPICE simulations for extracting paths of the pre-
decoders, obtaining transistor values for a given address
input and at the end of the flow, to obtain path delays with
or without aging. We also have a Python script to automate
the flow. It takes memory trace as an input, calculates
signal probabilities, adds the signal probability values to the
transistors on a the paths and runs SPICE simulations for
each path. We assume that simulations with the aging model
are run at 125°C and a nominal supply voltage of 0.95V. The
duration of the aging is 3 years except the last experiment,
where simulations are run for 1 to 10 years with one year
increments.

The assembly code for the universal rejuvenation work-
load is implemented manually. However, they are generated
with a script for the other methods.
B. Performed Experiments

Using the setup above, the following experiments are
performed:

1) Dependency on Functional Workload: We first in-
vestigate how much the functional workload affects the
mitigation potential to see the best and the worst cases. On
the later experiments, we use averages of all workloads or
a single one. Fig. 5 shows all the functional/rejuvenation
workload combinations for 3 years of aging at 1% execution
overhead.
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For AND-AND design there is much larger deviation
from the average value. The main difference between the
two designs is on the AND-AND design, lowest outputs
of the pre-decoder has longer delay, and higher ones have
lower delays. This is the opposite on the NAND-NOR
design. Therefore, to mitigate aging with the Design-Aware
rejuvenation, we allocate more clock cycles for the high
address range of the memory with the AND-AND design.
The fir and the fft workloads heavily utilize low address
ranges of the memory but they rarely use the stack for
function calls, hence the 3rd pre-decoder that connected to
most significant three bits of the address signal stays at
”000” input for 95% of the time. Due to this imbalance,
these two benchmarks have the highest aging on AND-AND
design and the aescbc has already 60% less aging compared
to fir. By adding 1% rejuvenation overhead we reduce this
difference to ∼20%.

AND-AND NAND-NOR
0%
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23.7%
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19.4%
15%
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18.7%
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io
n

Universal
Design Aware
D&W Aware

Fig. 6. Aging reduction of three rejuvenation workloads compared to no
rejuvenation after 3 years.

2) Dependency on Rejuvenation Workload: Here, we look
at the same data as the previous one, but we compare the
impact of rejuvenation workloads.

Fig. 6 shows the average aging reduction for three reju-
venation workloads. The error bars show the results with
best and worst case considering the eight main workloads.
We achieved the best results with the Design-&-Workload-
Aware rejuvenation, which yield to a greater benefit over
the others on the average as well as best/worst cases. It
has reduced aging by 42% in the best case and by 5% in
the worst one. We did not observe a clear advantage with
Design-Aware workload over the Universal.

3) Saturation of The Rejuvenation Effect: In this ex-
periment we investigate the saturation of the rejuvenation
effect as we increase the execution overhead. The Fig. 7
shows the average aging considering all main workloads
versus the execution overhead. It is clear that we get the
highest amount of benefit with the first few percentages
of the rejuvenation execution overhead. This expected as
the transistors suffer from extreme static BTI effect when
the input signal probability is close to 1.0 or 0.0, but the
effect quickly decreases (see Fig. 7). The crosses mark the
lowest possible aging (when running only the Design-Aware
workload).

4) Dependency on Target Lifetime: Lastly, we performed
an experiment to estimate the amount of the system’s life-
time extension by our mitigation method. We ran cases from
1 year of aging to 10 years with 1 year increments with
and without Universal rejuvenation. The mitigation scheme
applied assuming fir as the functional workload with 1%
overhead. The Fig. 8 shows the amount of aging while
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A
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ng

NAND-NOR
AND-AND

Fig. 7. Average aging in 3 years vs. execution overhead. The cross marks
show the minimum aging possible.
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AA Uni. Rej.
NN No Rej
NN Uni. Rej.

Fig. 8. Aging of the workload fir with and without the universal rejuvena-
tion at 1% overhead, simulated for 1 to 10 years range.

duration of aging increased. Blue and black lines represents
AND-AND and NAND-NOR decoder design respectively.
The results demonstrate that, for AND-AND design, the
same amount of aging accumulated after 9 years of aging
with mitigation and 1 year of aging without mitigation. It
is possible to observe a similar benefit with NAND-NOR
design, where we see the same amount of aging at 9 and
3 years with and without mitigation respectively. the actual
extended lifetime strongly depends on the initially allocated
slack, but generally it may be up to several times as in the
discussed case-study.

V. DISCUSSION

In this section, we make following points on the per-
formed experiments.
A. Improved Reliability Our experimental results show that

we achieved 21% aging reduction on average, up to 42%
in some cases. We also reflected this on the life time of
decoder and showed that it is possible to extend duration
of its reliable operation by three times or more.

B. Cost of the scheme Since our mitigation scheme imple-
mented as a software addition to the original code, we
do not need a new hardware design, and therefore there
is no area or path delay overhead. However, the scheme
allocates CPU time and has an execution time overhead.
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In our experiments, we set this overhead to only 1% and
achieved significant benefits. In addition, we showed that
it is possible to gain most of the rejuvenation benefit
in first few percentages of execution overhead. Due to
the execution overhead, our scheme has also a power
overhead.
Our scheme is also transparent from the software point of
view, and easy to integrate. Although a new compilation
of the software necessary, it is possible to add it to the
compiler and keep the existing programs the same.

C. Choosing the rejuvenation workload In our experiments
the NAND-NOR decoder design reached 43% more
aging reduction with Design and Workload Aware re-
juvenation workload compared to the Universal one.
However, we did not observed this on the other decoder
design. This is mostly depends on the pre-decoder paths,
since the AND-AND had long paths connected to lowest
bits, and the opposite with the NAND-NOR design.
Choosing the rejuvenation workload depends on the
system and also the workloads that the CPU needs to
execute. We observed that most workloads use first and
last part of the memory, and they can benefit from a
workload aware rejuvenation. In most systems however,
it will not be possible to use a workload aware method if
an operating system is present, or on a multi-core system.
In such systems, Design-Aware or Universal methods
may be applied.

D. Potential Improvements In our experiments, we assume
that the CPU busy 100% of the time. In reality, there
can be idle periods that can be used to run our miti-
gation scheme. This may also reduce or eliminate the
execution overhead. We did not explore this, since it is
too dependant on the system, but presented the data so
that the benefit can be calculated. Our results showed
that we can gain almost half of maximum possible aging
reduction with a 5% of overhead and it quickly saturates
as we increase the overhead percentage.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented a low-cost aging mitiga-
tion scheme, which can be applied to existing hardware
to mitigate aging on memory address decoder logic. We
mitigate the BTI effect on critical transistors by applying
a rejuvenation workload to the memory. Such an auxiliary
workload is executed periodically to rejuvenate transistors
that are located on critical paths of the address decoder.
Second, we analyze workloads’ efficiency to optimize the
mitigation scheme. Experimental results performed with
realistic benchmarks demonstrate several-times lifetime ex-
tension with a negligible execution overhead.
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